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Introduction o f an appropriate chem ica l into a diffuser may 
be considered for any of severa l purposes such as the suppression 
of microbiological action or the control of texture of the pulp. 
The additive may be introduced at \arious points in the diffuser 
either intermittently or in an essent ia ll y continu ous manner. 
This paper cOllsiders the question of how the additive becomes 
distr ibuted in the various portions of the diffuser and between 
th e juice and pulp leaving the diffuser . Provided certain assump
tions hold, this distribution can be simply expressed for the 
steady state reached in the case of a diffusion battery consisting 
of discrete cell s to one of which a fixed amount of additive is in
troduced after each transfer step. Following presentation and 
discussion of the results for the steady state distribution of addi
tive in such a m odel battery, the modifications required for sim
ilar batteries operating in accord .with less restrictive assumptions 
and for c() ntinuous diffusers are discussed. The time required 
to reach a steady state is a lso briefly discussed. All mathematical 
derivations arc contained in the appendix. 

Model Battery 
Let the cells of the battery be numbered serially. The cossettes 

t'nter tht' first cell and leave the last cell as pulp, while the battery 
supply water enters th e last cell and leaves the hrst cell as juice . 
in this paper a model battery is defined as one for which th e 
following assumptions h old : 

1. Each cell contains the same volume of cossettes, Ve , and 
the same volume of juice, \ TJ . At each transfer the contents of 
each cell are comple tely replaced, the volume V r or cossettes 
of any particular cell moving to the next higher numbered cell 
and the volume \ TJ of ju ice moving to th e n ext lower numbered 
cell. 

2. The additive present in each cell immediately after a 
transfer becomes distributed so th at immediately prior to the 
next transfer the ratio of the amoun t of addit ive associa ted with 
the juice to the amount of additive associated with the cossettes 
is the same in each cell , viz. the partition ratio d. 

3. No additive is consumed or p roduced by reac tions taking 
place in any celL 

vVhen steady state conditions are attained in an n-celled model 
battery to the mth cell of which the amount of additive a is intro
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duced after each transfer, the amolillt oj' the additive which leaves 
the battery ,,,ith the pulp at each transfe r is 

(/111-1 )
P = ( d l/+1-1 rt 

and the alllount \\hich kaves the battery with the juiu' is 

d"+ I_dm ) f = a-P = (l 
. ( (/ 1/ + 1-1 

1' nder steady state conditions the amount of additive lJl the ith 

. cell IS A'i = ( ~~i ) .T (1-d- i) lor i = I' to m) 

and A; = (~) P (dn+ '- i_l) for = m to n. 
d-l 

The total amount of additive in the battery is then 

T = ( ~~.~ ) [ma- (1'1 + 1) P] 

Evaluation of these expressions for d equal to unity gives 

ma
P n+l 

Ai. 2iJ for i = 1 to n7 ) 

Ai 2 (n +l-i) P for i = m tOri ) 

and T = (n + l-m) mao 

Derivation of these results is given in the appendix. 

Examination of these mathematical expressions leads to 
several generalizatio ns applying to steady state conditions in a 
model battery to \\'h ieh th e same amount of additive is introduced 
in a particular cell following each transfer: 

I. Regardless of its position, the cell into which the additive 
is introduced (the add cell) contains more additive tban any 
other cell. 

2. For any specified value of the partition ratio d) the amount 
of additive in the ;1(\(\ cell is the same when it is the (11-171 ) th cell 
as when it is the 1/I.t h cell, regardless of the value of m. 

3. For any specified value of el) the add cell contains more 
additive the closer it is located to the center of the battery. 

4. Regardless of its position, the add cell contains more ad
ditive the closer el is to unity, 
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5. For a battery operated so that cl is unity, the actdirive is 
distributed linearly between the add cell and each t'nd cell. 

6. The further d is from unity, the more non-linear is the 
distribution of addit ive between the add cell and each end cell. 
\Vhen th e p artition ratio is grea ter than unity this non-linearity 
is in the direction of more additive tha n linear distribution for 
cdls ahead of the add cell (i less than m), and less for cells be
hind thf' add c(' ll. This non-linearity is in the opposite direction 
tor cl less than unity. 
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Figure l.-Steady state distribution of additive in a 23-cell model battery 
for two values of the partition ratio d and three positions (m) of the add 
cell. Qua ntities shown are the steady state amounts of addjtive in each 
cell where a is the amount introduced in the add cell after each transfer. 

These generalizations are illustrated in Figure 1 where the 
ca lculated steady state distributions are shown for a 23-ceU bat
tery for two values of cl and for three different positions of the 
add cell. Although drawn as smooth curves or straight lines in 
the fig ure, these results have significance only for the points 
corresponding to integral cell numbers, the ordinate being the 
amount of additive present at the stead y state in the cell number 
shown as abscissa. For example , when the add cell is at the 
cen tel' of the battery (m = 12), it contains 12a units of additive 
at the steady state Eor a partition coefficient of unity (cl = 1.00). 
It is at once apparent from the figure that the amount of addi
tive in a cell may he many times or a small fraction of the amount 
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added after each transfer depending on the value of d and the 
position of the cell with respect to the add cell. 

If it is desired to maintain in all cells a concentration of 
additive greater than some specified minimum value, the correct 
choice of add cell is that for which the steady state amounts of 
additive in the first and last cells of the battery are most nearly 
the same. Th is location moves from the center of the battery 
for cl = I progressively nearer the pulp end as cl is increased 
above unity. For the case n = 23, cl = 1.30, tbe correct choice 
of feed cell for this purpose is m = 21. In general its location 
is given by the integral valu e of m nearest that for ':vhich cl m - J = 

ri" f I (l cla h' I . I . h- ---' and or ' w IC lever IS aro'er IS t c(i-: I ' P (l +d) J (l +d) " ' b' ' 

amount of additive which must be introduced after each trans
fer to maintain al least (l units of additive in each cell. 

The proportion of additive leaving a model battery in the 
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Figure 2.-Dependence on the partition ratio (d) of the steady state 
fractions of additive appearing in the juice and pulp when the add cell 
is at the center of model batteries containing 7, 13, and 23 cells. 

juice depends on the number of cells in the battery, the value 
of the partition ratio, and the location of the add cell. The 
dependence on nand d is shown for steady state conditions in 
Figure 2 for introduction of the additive at the center of th e 
battery. Either an increase in the number of cells or a shift of 
cl value away from unity leads to a preponderance of additive 
being discharged from the juice end of the battery for cl greater 
than unity and from the pulp end for d less than one. The effect 
of the position of the add cell on the emergence of the additive 
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from the battery is shown for selected val ues of d for a 23-cel1 
model battery at steady state conditions in Figure 3. Thus for 
cl = 1.30, the proportion or additive leaving the 23-celled battery 
in the juice may be varied from 23 to 99.94% by varying the 
loca tion of the feed cell. 
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Figure 3.-Dependence on the position of the add cell of the steady state 
fractions of additive appearing in the juice and pulp of a 23·cell model 
battery for five different values of the partition ratio (d). 

Some Non-Model Batteries 
The expressions given above are also useful in describing 

batteries which deviate in certain ways from satisfying assump
tions 1 and 2 for a model battery. First, there may not be a 
clean separation of the juice from the cossettes when a transfer 
is made. Provided the same fraction of the juice phase is trans
ported with the cossettes from each cell at transfer and the 
assumptions made for the ni.odel battery are otherwise· valid, the 
above equations are still applicable, the only change being that 
the partition ratio tben bas a different value than if a clean separa
tion were made. This is demonstrated in the appendix. 

Another situation described by the model battery equations 
is that where some of the contents of each cell are allowed to 
remain in the cell at each transfer. Provided the relative amounts 
of additive associated with the portions transferred in each di
rection and with the portion remaining are the same for each 
cell at transfer, and provided the model battery assumptions are 
otherwise valid, th e expressions given for P and J are still ap
plicable. The expressions for the amount of additive in each 
cell and the total amount of additive in the battery are each in
creased by the factor (l + a) where a is the ratio of the amount 
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of additive remaining in the cell to that which is removed from 
the cell at each transfer. These statements are also verified III 

the appendix. 

A third case for which the results for a model battery ca n 
be modified to apply is that for which the additive in each cell 
does not reach equilibrium distribution between the juice and 
cossette phase prior to each transfer, but where equilibrium is 
approached in a particular manner in each cell as discussed be
low. Except when the additive is introduced via the battery 
supply water or the fresh cossettes, the assumption for a model 
battery that the partition ratio is the same for aU cells implies 
that equilibrium distribution of additive is reached in each cell 
prior to each transfer. This can be readily seen by considering 
the movement of a portion of additive after its introduction 
into cell m . If the additive is introduced into. the juice phase 
of the add cell and equilibrium is not attained before transfer, 
the partition ratio in the add cell will be greater than the equ il 
ibrium value. Similarly the partition ratio will exceed its eCJuil
ibrium value in all cells where net transfer of additive is from 
the juice to the cossette phase, i.e. , for all cells preceding the add 
cell, or for i less than m . On the other hand net transfer of 
additive is from the cassettes to the juice for cells after the add 
cell, hence the partition ratio for these cells will be less than 
the equilibrium value if equilibrium is not attained. Thus for 
all cells to have th e same partition ratio, equilibrium must be 
reached since this ratio is approached from opposite directions 
in cells before and after the add cell. For the special case where 
equilibrium distribution of additive is not attained in each cell , 
but where one partition ratio (D) applies to all cells preceding 
the add cell and another partition ratio (d) to all cells after the 

a T (d"+1- m_1) Dm (D-l)
add cell, P = 1+X where X = (d-l) (Dm_l) . The ad

ditive contents of the individual cells are given by the ex pressions 
for the model battery with the appropriate value of D or d in 
place oj d. The effect of additive distribution failing to reach 
equilibrium prior to transfer when additive is introduced into 
the juice phase is to increase the proportion of additive leaving 
the battery in the juice as compared to its value if distribution 
equilibrium had been attained. 

Continuous Countercurrent Diffuser 

The continuous countercurrent diffuser corresponding to the 
model battery defined above may be thought of as a model bat
tery in which the number oE cells is increased indefinitely and 
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the individual cell volume is proportionately decreased. Such a 
diffuser is referred to here as an ideal continuous countercurrent 
diffuser. In practice, however, the second assumption for a model 
battery cannot hold for the infinitely small cells thus hypothesized 
for the ideal continuous diffuser. It was shown above that this 
assumption is equivalent to attaining distribution equilibrium 
in each cell prior to transter; in the case of the ideal continuous 
diffuser this is equivalent to having the oppositely moving streams 
of juice and cossettes in equilibrium with respect to distribution 
of additive at every point. Since such equilibrium cannot be 
established instantaneously in practice, this ideal continuous 
diffuser is of li ttle interest. 

In the theory of partition chromatography and distillation 
theory, the concept of equivalent theoretical plates has proved 
useful. For the present problem, we define an equivalent 
theoretical cell as a portion of a continuous countercurrent 
diffuser such that the concentration of additive associated with 
the juice leaving one end of the cell is that corresponding to 
distribution equilibrium with the concentration of additive 
associated with the cassettes entering the other end of the cell. 
The volume of an equivalent theoretical cell will be smaller 
the more intimate the mixing of the cossettes and juice as they 
travel in opposite directions and the lower their relative velocities, 
vVe continue to retain the assumptions made above for the model 
battery, with modifi.cations appropriate for the continuous dif
fuser. The first assumption now means that the continuous 
diffuser has uniform cross section made up of the samc area of 
juice and cassettes at all points with the rates of flow o{ each 
phase uniform throughout the diffuser. It is further assumed 
that the juice and cossettes each have a uniform concentration 
of additive over any cross section of the diffuser. In place of a 
single partition ratio applicable to all cells, a single distribution 
coefficicnt is assumed to apply to the equilibrium distribution 
of additive between cossettes and juice over tbe entire ranges 
of composition occurring in the continuous diffuser. The dis
tribu tion coefficient c is defined as the ratio of the concentra tion 
of additive in juice to that in cos~ettes when the additive has 
reached distribution equilibrium between the two phases. A con
tinuous countercurrent diffuser for which the above assump
tions hold is referred to hereafter as a model continuous diffuser. 

I n order to illustrate the concept of equivalent theoretical 
cells and assist in its application to model continuous diffusers, 
let us examine qualitatively the case where equilibrium distribu
tion corresponds to equal concentrations of additive in the juice 
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and the cossettes. Consider a model continuous diffuser of length 
A in which juice flows from right to left (from x = A to x = 0) , 
cossettes flow from left to right (from x = 0 to x = A), and 
additive is introduced continuously into the juice at x = ,.,.. 
Let j", and SI)) be the concentration of additive at position x for 
the juice and cossette phases, respectively, and c the distribution 
coefficient, i.e. the equilibrium distribution value of j/ s. Then 
the fact that equilibrium distribution of additive between the 
j LIce and cossettes is not attained instantaneously means that 
jx/ sx is greater than c to the left of the add point and less than 
c to the right of the add point; in other words it must change 
sbarply close to the add point. We also know this ratio to be 
infinite at the left end and zero at the right end of the diffuser 
when neither the battery supply water nor the fresh cossettes con
tain any additive. Thus qualitatively we have the situation shown 
in Figures 4 and 5 respectively for the general appearance of 
the ratio i v/sa: and for jx and s'" individually as a function of posi
tion in tlle diffuser. Both it and S.c are shown in Figure 5 as vary
ing linearly with position in anticipation of results similar to 
those for model batteries with partition ratio of unity. The 
ratio j:v/s:v shown in Figure 4 corresponds to the concentrations 
shown in Figure 5. If back diffusion of additive in the juice is 
negligible, j is expected to show a sbarp break at the add point. 

Let us now place one theoretical cell boundary immediately 
to the right of the add point such that S has essentially its maxi
mum value and j has its maximum value to the right of the 
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Figure 4.-Qualitative dependence of the steady state ratio of concen
u·ations of additive in juice and cossettes on position in a model con
tinuous counterCUlTent diffuser. Add point is at x = ,.,.. 
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Figure 5.-Variation of steady slate additive concentration in juice and 
cossettes in a model continuous countercurrent diffuser with partition ratio 
of unity. Add point is at X' = iJ.' Division of the diffuser into equivalent 
theoretical cells is indicated. 

sharp break at the add point. Additional cell boundaries are then 
determined such that ji - I / Si = c where ji - l is the concentration of 
additive in th e juice leaving the ith cell and S'i is the concentration 
in the cossettes leaving the ith ce ll. The locat ions of the boundaries 
thus determined are designated by the vertical dotted lines for 
the example ot Figure 5. At steady state conditions, the distance 
along the axis of the diffuser corresponding to a theoretica l cell 
is thus seen to be the distance separating the points in the juice 
and cossettes at which the additive concentrations have the same 
ratio as they would have at equilibrium. In Figure 5 this dis
tance is shown as uniform along the length of the diffuser. It is 
shown in the appendix that all theoretical cells on· either side 
of the add point have the same volume provided the distribution 
coefficient is constant. However, this volume may be different 
on the two sides of the add point if net transfer of additive be
tween the juice and cossettes takes place more readily in one 
direction than the other. This latter situation is equivalent to 
a battery in \vhich two different partition ratios apply respec
tively to cells before and after the add cel l. 

Let n designate the number of theoretical cells numbered 
serially from left to right sLich that m designates the theoretical 
add cell. Expressions for steady state conditions for the model 
continuous diffuser are then found to be similar to those for 
model batteries given above. Thus the concentrations of additive 

o~--------------------~----------~ 
A 

Pulp.
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associated with the pulp and JUi ce leaving the diffuser arc re
spectively 

__ a ( d l71-1 ) a ( d,,+l_dm )P - and j = 
U s dn+1-l Uj d"+l-l 

where a is the amount per unit time of additive introd uced con
tinuously into the juice and d is the quantity (Ujc/ u.) in which 
Vj and U o are respectivdy the throughputs of the juice and cos
settes in units of volume per unit time. The concentrations of 
additive in the juice and cassettes at positions in the diffuser 

.corresponding to the theoretical cdl boundaries are . 

}i = (i = 0 , to m-I) 

el"+ l - i_J ) )
and SI =~ d-l I , J i - ~ = C5i (i = m. to n)( 

,,,here i-I and i refer to the left and right hand boundaries of 
the i ,h cell. The total amount of additive in the diffuser at the 
steady state is approximatel y 

T = ~( el'+I) [rna - (n + l) 1I. .,P] + vy (~ -1 ) 
nu.s d-l d 

where el' is tbe quantity (V jc / \1.,) and where Vj and \1., are re
spectively the volumes of juice and cassettes in the diffuser. It 
will be noted that this expression reduces to one similar to tbat 
for tbe model battery if el' = cl ) which is true when the th roug'h
put of each phase is proportional to the volume occupied by 
that phase in th e diffuser at the steady state. Evalua tion of these 
expressions for d equal to unity gives 

(n+ l-m) ausP = ~, uJ 
n + l n +l 

JI (i + 1) j , 51 + 1 = J;C (i = 0 to m-I) ; 

Si = (n +l-i) P, }1 - 1 = CSI (i = m to n) ; 

(cl'+I)Vsand T- (n+l-rn) ma + \1.,P (d'-l).
2u., 2 

The expressions given for T aSSllme thal all theoretical cells ha\'e 
the same volume. Derivation of these results is given in th e 
appendix . 
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Relation to the Theory of Fractionation by 

Countercurrent Distribution 


If instead of adding a single substance, a mixture of two sub
stances were added, and ii the partition coefficient ot one ,,,ere 
greater than unity and that of the other less than unity, Figure 
:3 indicates that these two substances might be efficiently separated 
with one leaving the battery in the juice and the other in th e 
pulp. This is an example of separating two substances by counter
current distribution, a technique which has been v igorously ex
ploited in recent years. The distribution of additive in sugar 
beet diffusion batteries is thus seen to be a particular case of th e 
more general problem of distribution of a substance between 
lWO immiscible phases m oving countercurrent to each other. The 
steady state relations pre~ellted above are essentially the same 
as those which have been developed and applied in countercur 
rent extraction theory (1). 

Time to Reach Steady State Conditions 

Up to this point nothing has been said concerning how long 
is required to reach steady state conditions aher introduction 
of additive is begun. Since steady state conditions are approached 
asymptotically, strictly speaking an infinite time is required. 
However some information on the approximate time required 
to approach steady state conditions can be obtained by consider
ing the manner in which a single shot of additive becomes dis
tributed in a battery subsequent to its introduction. Since this 
problem is related to the development of a band of a substance 
on a partition chromatographic column or in the tubes of a 
countercurrent distribution apparatus, the theory developed for 
those situations (2, 3, 4) can be applied to the prese~t problem. 
After a number of transfers have been carried out subsequent to 
introduction of a single shot of additive, lhe latter becomes dis
tributed among the various cells such that at any time there is 
a maximum amount in one cell with smaller amounts in other 
cells, the amount in any cell being less the farther the cell is 
from the cell containing the maximum. Except 'when the par
tition ratio is unity, the location of the cell containing the maxi
mum moves further from the add cell as the number of transfers 
is increased, or the band is said to move away from the add point. 
The movement is toward the juice end for the partition ratio 
greater than unity. The number of transfers required to move 
this maximum out of a model battery is 
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m(d+ l) if d is greater than unity
(d-l) 

t = (n-m) (l + d) and if d is less than unity. The correspond
(I-cl) 

ing expressions for the time required to move the band of ad
ditive to the juice or pulp ends of a model continuous diffuser 

p.\/, (d' + I)are respectively t = if d exceeds unity or t = 
11 s (d-l) 

()...-p.) V. (l +d') when d is less than one. Symbols here have the 
Us (l-d) 

same meanll1gs as before. Further details are given in the ap
pendix. 

One may think of the distribution of additive in the diffuser 
at any time as tbe sum of the distributions of each portion of 
additive already introduced or the superposition of the bands 
due to successive additions. Since the number of transfers or 
time calculated by the above expressions represents the shortest 
period of operation to insure movement of the first band maxi
mum out of the diffuser, it may be considered a minimum period 
for approaching steady state conditions. Each additional trans
fer or equivalent transfer time then results in an additional band 
maximum leaving the diffuser. If the number of transfers or 
time calculated by the above expressions is much larger than 
the number of cells or the mean throughput time of the juice 
and cossettes, one or two times this period may serve as a prac
tical estimate of how long is required to reach steady state con
ditions. If such is not the case, several times the mean throughput 
time is suggested as a better estimate. The theory has been de
veloped for quantitatively expressing the approach to steady state .. 
conditions (6), but is cumbersome to apply. . 

Both the shape of the band due to a single shot of additive 
and its maximum value as it leaves the battery or diffuser are 
related to the partition ratio d and the number of (theoretical) 
cells, the band becoming more spread out and the maximum 
becoming smaller the larger t. Although the expressions relating 
band maximum and band width to partition ratio and number 
of theoretical plates in partition chromatography are relatively 
simple, the corresponding relationships have not been developed 
in a form sa tisfactory for application to the diffuser problem con
sidered here. 
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Discussion 

The theoretical results presented above are probably most 
useful as a basis for understanding and predicting the manner in 
which a substance which is constantly introduced into a sugar 
beet diffuser becomes distributed within the diffuser and between 
the diffusion juice and the pulp. The effect of the partition 
ratio, the number of cells, and the location of the add point on 
the distribution has been discussed in conjunction with Figures 
1, 2, and 3. 

The mathematical expressions for the steady state presented 
above apply quanti'tatively only if the assumptions made in their 
derivation are known to be valid. Despite the fact that any 
beneficial effect of an additive presumably results from some 
chemical reaction, the assumption that there is no consumption 
of additive in the diffuser may be essentially true. Its validity 
can be ascertained either by direct measurement of the steady 
state additive content in the juice and pulp or by separate ex
periment. The design and method of operation of the diffuser 
will normally indicate if the assumption with regard to the con
stancy of the relative volume of juice and cossettes in the different 
portions of the diffuser is satisfied . In the case of the model 
battery, it was further assumed that the effective partition ratio 
is the same for all cells. It was pointed out that this implied that 
sufficient time was allowed between transfers for equilibrium 
distribution to be reached in each cell. This condition is not 
likely to be fulfi.l1ed in commercial practice with Roberts batteries, 
out it may be fairly closely approached. A single effective parti
tion ratio for all cells also implies the applicability of a single 
distribution coefficient c for all parts of the diffuser. Distribu
tion coefficients are in general dependent on the composition of 
the phases involved, the temperature, and the concentrations of 
the substance distributed. Whether the variations ~vith respect 
to these properties in various parts of the diffuser produce sig
nificant variations in c must be considered [or each additive of 
interest. 

Use of the model battery steady state expressions to estimate 
the amount of additive in the diffusion juice, the pulp, or the 
various cells requires a knowledge of the partition ratio d. This 
is probably best determined directly under actual or simulated 
operating conditions. Direct measurement is also the best check 
on the constancy of d for different cells, particularly for cells 
before and after the add point. Of course d can be estimated by 
measuring any of the steady state quantities mentioned above if 
the pertinent assumptions are known to hold. If practically all 
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additive leaving the diffuser is associated with either the juice 
or the cassettes, this in effect places respectively a lower or upper 
limit on the effective partition ratios estimated from the additive 
content of the diffusion juice or the pulp. 

For model continuous diffusers, Uj; US) Vj; V s) and a. are pre
sumably known. This leaves cC n, and m as unknown quantities 
appearing in the steady state expressions presented above. How
ever, since d = Ujc/ US ) it is a knowledge of c which is required. 
The distribution coefficient c is best found from separate equi
Iihrium distribution measurements, but it can also be estimated 

.from the time required for maximum additive con<;entration to 
leave the diffuser after a single shot has been introduced at a 
known position in accordance with the relation already discussed. 
There is apparently no simple way to estimate m and n inde
pendently of the steady state expressions. By measuring .J or P 
and assuming that all theoretical cells have the same size on 
both sides of the add point (mi n = 0/ )"') , one can then estimate 
nand m from the appropriate steady state expression. These 
values would be minimum estimates if the flow of additive from 
the diffuser were essentially all hom one end. If it is feasible 
to determine steady state concentrations of additive at selected 
points within the diffuser, the size of the theoretical cells can 
be determined from such measurements. Another approach to 
the problem is to determine m by steady state measurements when 
additive is introduced into the battery supply water and deter
mine (n-m) from similar measurements when additive is intro
duced with the fresh cossettes. Further discussion of these methods 
is given in the appendix. 

1£ some additive from the pulp water is introduced with the 
battery supply water in addition to its introduction at another 
point in the diffuser, the steady state expressions applying are 
simply the sum of the appropriate expressions for supplying ad
ditive from each source separately. 

Measurements have been made (5) on the lactic acid con
tent of cell juices from Roberts batteries and continuous diffusers 
in which va'rious patterns of distribution of acid among the cells 
1vere found. Although fermentation in more than one cell may 
have been responsible for these observed patterns, it is also clear 
that they could be approximated in model batteries such as dis
cussed above with lactic acid generation OCCUlTing in only one 
cell. 
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Appendix 
Symbols used: 

11 = number o[ cells in the ba ttery or number of equi vaklll theoreticiI] cells 
ill a continuous countercurrent diffuser. 

integra l subscript index running from ] to n and design a ting th e in
dividuill cells o [ a battery numbered seri all y with juice lea ving th e 
b a ttery a t i = \, pulp a t i = n . For continuous countercurrent di[
fu sers i runs from 0 to n and des ignates the boundaries o [ the 
theore tical cells with jui ce leav ing at i = 0 a nd pulp a t i = n . 

m = serial number of the add cell. 

L i , S;, 	= amounts o f additive associa ted with the juice or the cossettes re 
spectively in th e ilh cell of a battery immediately prior to th e n ex t 
Ir<l nsEcr u nder steady state co nditi o ns. 

Ji's,;, = concentratio ns o f additive in the juice or cosse ttes resp ecti vely at the 
indicated theor e tical cell boundary in a co ntinu ous countercurrent 
diffuser at the stead y sta te. 

1Ii' u, = rate o f movement of the juice or cossettes respect ively thro ug h a con
tinuous diffuser in units of volume per unit tim e. 

Vi' Vs = tota l continuous diffuser volume occupied by juice or cosse ttes 
respectively. 

a = quantity o f additive introduced into add cell of a battery after each 
transfer o r a mo unt per unit time of additive introduced continuou sly 
in ~ continuous diffuser at th e add point. 
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d partitioll ratio, For hatleries, d Ihe 
next tr:lOslcr under st;HC conditions. For ulI1tinuous diffusers. 

d 

J. 	 P amoullt of additive the j,;!!tcry \\'irh the or the 
rc:;pc(livcly for each transfer Wider statc condition:,: lor (011, 

tinuOlh diffmers [h(' ronccntration of additi\(, in [hI' diffusiull C 

or pu] p under sl ;It<: cOlld i lions, 

total amount o[ additiv(, iJl the it" (ell of a bauery Of lhe i1h Iheo, 
retical cell of (olltinuOII, rliffmcr at the 

r total amount of additiv{: in the dil[uscT under 

diH u';cr with x 0 till' 
= I" the add 

details in rdCrCll(T to 

Model Battel'" 

Transfer under condirlolh mllst ,at the ma-
Inial balance (ell l'xcep[ the [ir,t. last, ;llld feed (ells: 

L; + Si (i = 2 to 11/ - I, In I to 11 I) (I) 

The apply LO Ihc elld cel": 

5, (2) 
p ~- OJ) 

(1) 	 and tan 1)(' rewritten to 
(i ( 1) 

U,1' of 	 liud 

L 

Repealing this proc('ss we Glll find for L; lor all \altJ(~s ot i 
Jro!ll 1 to nt, viz, 

L, (I +]2 Ii -1) J (8) 

may be expressed by making use of the 

(9) 

(i 
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Since Si = 1'L; and .'\ = L; + 5p we have the following exp ress ion [or the 
tota l amount o f additive in the i th cell: 

( l"i_l) ( d+l)Ai = (l +1') --;:=y--- J = ~ (I-d- i) J (i = I to m) (II) 

Corresponding res ults are similarly obta ined for the last n-1n cells o f 
the battery . Since L i = dS ;, equat ions (I) an d (3) can be rewritten to give 

Si _ J = (l + d) \ - d Si+ 1 (i = 7Tl + I to n-I) (12) 

5" _ 1 = (I +d) P (13) 

Proceed i ng as above, we find tb at 

( rlll + l - i- 1 )Si d- I P (i = 7n to n) (14) 

a nd Ai = (~) (dn+ l - i_ l ) p (i = m to n) (15 ) d- I 

Since both eq uati o ns ( II) and (15) a re valid for the add ce ll , we call 
equate these two express io ns for Alii: 

d- III( ~~; ) (l - ) J = ( ;:~~ ) (dn+ 1- 1II_1) P (16) 

R ep lacing J by a-P and solving for P, we find 

(17)P= ( d~:~~I) a 

(18) 

The total a mount o f addi tive in the battery is then 

n. nm-I (1'+1). (d+l)T ~ Ai. = ~ - - J (rl- l ) + ~ - 
i = I i = J r-I i = 11"1 d-l 

whi ch can be written 

(1) I () 17 +I-mT= I ~I:· J(m-nJi ri)+ d + 1 P (m-n- 2+ ~ di) (20) 
I = 0 d- I i :::: 0 

\\!he n these sums are expressed as in equa tio n (9) and J a nd .1" are replaced 
by a-P and l i d resp ec tively, equation (20) simplifi es to 

T = (-~-~-;-) [m.a - (71 + I) P] (2 1 ) 

Wh ell d = I, it is readily see n from equation (8) th at 

Ai = 2iJ (i = I to m) (22) 

Similarly the expanded form of equation (1:,) is seell to give 

i\ = 2(n+ l-i) P (i C.':://1 to TI) (23) 

(19) 
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To evaluate P whell d = I , both the num erator and denominator of eq u<l
tioll (17) are divid ed by (d- I ) aile! expressed as a sum ma tion usi ng equation 
(9). This yields for d = I 

'ma 
P = (24)

n + 1 

The to tal <ldditive in the battery is thell re<ldiJy foulld to be 

T = 1f/a(n- 1I1.+ 1). (25) 

Some Non-Model Batteries 

Suppose the juice ;Ind casset tes are no t cleanly separ'lted at transfer 
bu t th e proportion s of jui ce accomp<lllying the cossettes and vice versa <Ire 
each the s<llne for all transfers. Let L JS;. = rI for cl ean separation a nd 
L ;'/ S{ = D [or this case. If the fra ction of juice transferr ed with the 
cassettes is I, and the fraction of cossettes transferred with the juice is f", 

L ·' ( I - I,) L i + 12S; (I - f,) d+ f2 
D = -'- = (26)

S', f lL i+ (I -U S; /,d + (l -fJ 

Thus the net effe ct is to change the part iti on ra ti o fro m d to the value shown 
for D. All ex pressions for the model battery app ly when this va lue of the 
pa rt ition ratio is used. 

Suppose some of the COil ten ts of each cell arc a llowed to rema i n in th e 
cell at each transfer but the material transferred in e ither direction and 
th e residue' are always in the same proport ion . Again let L i S;. = d for 
clean separation and L / / S' = D fo r this case. If the fractions of juice a nd 
cassettes a llowed to remain <IS r esidue are Ij and fe respectively, 

L .;.' (l - f i ) L j 

(27)D ST ( l - fe) Sf 

Again the ne t effect is to change the partition ratio from d to the valu e 
shown for D. T he expressions for P , J, L;/ and S; for the model battery 
sti ll apply when the appropria te partition ratio is used. If a is the ratio of 
the amount of additive left in a cell to the amount removed at each transfer, 
it is clear that the model battery expressions for the amount of adcfitive in 
each cell anc! for the total amount of add itive in th e battery must be in
creased by the factor (1 + a). In term s of th e sym bols used here, 

D + l - D fe-f; 
(28)+ a 

For tIl(' case where pa rtiti on ra tio D app lies to th e first m cells a nd 
partition r:uio rl applies to the las t m-n cells, equations (10), (II ), (14), 
and (15) apply where r = I / D and d = cZ . When expressions for Am. of 
eq uation s (I I ) and (IS) are eq u ated as in equation (16) and P and J 
are solved for as in Equations (17) and (18), the result IS 

a 
jP and J = -

aX 
- (29)I+ X I + X 

where X has the vai ll c given in t!1C' tex t. 
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results arc 

p ( and J 
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Hi 
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miitHi ruk for the where ;iI! LlwOlcticd (dh of th(' <lil/usC!' 
hav(' the S;llllC volume. ('adJ tliC'>n:licd 

(i, (~i 
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To that all th(:()lCi iral (elis O!l the same ,ide of add 
han' the sanlC us asqnne for the llloment that this is true. 
Then can be written 

alld = I 

to cxpress the cOllcelltration oj ;uJditi\(' ill the 

Iwtwccil x () and x v. \'1'here 
Since lhpse relations satisfy the differential 

u· 11 of thcorClical cdl \'olulIlO. (rIS,.) , the 
-' !Ix 

\:did:lted for th,' or the diffuser to which the relatioJl, llsed f()r 
In t he same t he I heorC! ica I eel],; Oil the other side of 

arc showll to each have the same volmnc, hut this \olu11le is 
!lot the same 011 the two sides of the ;Idd 

Time to Reach Slat(' Conditions 

The distrilHlt1011 of additive in cach (cll ,,[ :1 model to 

the )lcxt trathfcr can be described 'is fractioll III the 

iI 
ami '/ -- Each transfer+iI +d' 

[CU(i<, to mon' iranioll /) of the additive ill cadi cell ill olle direnion ,md 
fractioll If ill the other. 1'01':\ portioll of additive introduced into 
Ihe ildd nJ11. the cRen or tramkrs will be to 1ll0\ additive 
toward the clld or the lirncs las( the and IOwaI'd 
lhc p end 'I timcs a, f,ls( as the «"sctICS. The !let rate of m()\'ctncnt of 
the lll,lXltllum additive cOllcentration will he ()\I-art! the juice end if I) is 

thall q at an average of cells per tr;lllSfer. Thus to 1110\'(; the 

Nl . I ) tran,fcrs.
( d -I 

Likewise il the lOll ratio is less (han ullity. 

trallsfers arc 10 11l0H': the ma,imlllD out 
hallery. In the continuous (,OUllt(T('urrCIII difluscr, (listribu
(ioJl of additive between and cossettes fran ion 

ill the jll icc and fraction q in the 

II; andcosset tes. The linear velocities of the and c()ssclles :tIT 
Vi 

-J Ilet. rate of 1!10\'en1('1l1. of the maximum concentration of 

Ii 
additive due to a of additive is /) I} \i;
The time necessary to travel to the juice end of diffuser IS grea tcr 
than If is thell 
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V 
(W)II II 

P If 

Likewise if rI IS less th:111 the lillie lor the band !O travel to 

I he pulp enel i, 

(41 ) 

Discussion 

II IlIcasnn:Jlu'n h oJ addirin; concentration ;tt the ,talc call be 
made :ll ,selectcd withill model cOlltinuol" diffuser. [he 
theorct lcd It'll call I)e Jound U'C 01 equation 

lor the other of the add J,I 
S[C';ttl" stale COllCClltJ';tliOIl or additive in Ihe juice at 

hU\\('UI .\ () '111(1 x -, I" II R. Irom 

assumed thai r h:b heen determined. The value or y eqU<l' 
thcll the 11ulllbcr 01 thcorcLical cell- hUWCCll x () <Iud 

.\ ;t nd hence the voJ lIllle 01 cell. 11.1 jo is 'bcd as 
one llH:asurClllellt is needed within tlle ({iI/user. ,\ similar is l!>cd 
to dcrCl'llline theOiclic:d cell volumc lor the other side of the add point. 

If additivc is introduced wilh the supply water imtcad of at the normal 
add y alld 01 mav be taken as the two (,!lcb or the 

rrlj '·L_I
diihlSCL Then frolll wit kh /I IS foulld. TIl<' \'olumc 01 

each theoretical (ell the juice side of the Ilormal add 
i, then the IOU! diftlhcr volume divided II. if addit iTt: 1S 

.I 
t the llormal add 

p volume uf each thcon:licd 

cell i, [liell the lot:d 


